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Ke consider the problem of forced convection near a heat source in a 
homogeneous flow of viscous heat-conducting gas. The study is carried 
oat by an approximate bouudary 1eJer theory; this meaus that the heat 
trausfer by conduction in the direction ol! motion is neglected in com- 
parison with convective heat transfer. It will be shown below that the 
problem CNJ be reduced to the corresponding problem f’or au incompressible 
rlaid by ueaus of Doroduitayu’s transformation, provided that the 
viscosity temperature relation is of the form given by Chapman and 
Rubesin and that the Prandtl number is constant; a comparison of the iso- 

thermals concludes the note. 

It is well-known that, ii’ a heat source of intensity Q is placed in a 

homogeneous flow or incompressible fluid, within the accuracy of the 
boundary layer approximation the temperature distribution will satisfy 
the equation 
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with the boundary conditions 

at, 
s=Q rheny=% 6 =0 when Y = 00 (2) 

and the additional condition of constant heat source intensity 
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The solution of the system (1). (2). (3) is given by the formula 
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The family of isothermala T = coast is determined by the one curve 

Y=V--XXnX (5) 

uhere 

Y=J6i 
cPV (T - T,) 
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With the same approximations of boundary lager theory the forced Con- 

vection near a heat source in a compressible flow of V~SCOOS gas IS de- 
termined by the agstea 
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with the boundary conditions 

8T 
ay=o. v=o rhgJ*‘JI=o; T=T,, u=(l, wheny=oo (8) 

and the condition of constancy of heat tvource intensity 
00 

cppu (T - T,) dY = Q 

Introducing the stream function by the formula8 

w a* 
pa= Pcx,ay’ Pv q.- Pooay 

we turn to Dorodnitsyn’s variables 
n 

Y= s 
P”“dq, x=E 

op 

We assume the Prandtl number to be constant and w represent the con- 
nection between viscosity and temperature by means of the function 
suggested by Chapman and Rubeein. Then 

PLP = CP,Pc.s kp = ‘%,p, (C = cold) 

Using the second equation of the system (7). ue obtain for the streu 

function $ the equation 
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with the boundary conditions 

The solution of the system (10). (11) is obvioaslr $ = U-q. Consequently. 

u=um, PO0 au 
v=-P” maz iW 

Using the thtrd equatfon of the sjsteu (7). we obtain for the tempers- 
tare distribution the equation 

8T aoc ST ---- 
at - u, aqa (13) 

with the boundary conditions 

aT 
-=o npu q=o, 
+ 

T=T, npk3 q=oc WI 

aud the condition of constaucy of heat source intensity 

(15) 

Compartson of (13) to (15) rlth (1) to (3) establishee the complete 
identity of the two problem. The solution la given by Foruala (41, which 
In the latter case assumes the form 

Cm the basis of (16) we find the connection between the variables of 

borodnitsyn q. 5 aad the phmical variables x, y to be given by the 
formulas 

The Formulas (17) show that y> u, which ueaus that the coupressibfl- 
it3 uroduoes. as could be expected, aa iutensffication of the traus- 
veraal diffusion of heat. It is interesting to note that along the iso- 
thermals we hare, in au incompressible fluid, y + f 0 when x -, 0, i.e. 
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all isotheraals intersect each other at the origin of the coordinates, 

while in the case of a compressible 
fluid re find along the isothermals 

Q 
Y -+ f YO - 2c,p,~,T, when x + o 

I.e. all isothermals intersect each 
other in points with the coordinates 
(0, f ye). We note that 2ye represents 
the ridth of a homogeneous stream of 
gas, of density p, and specific heat 
cP. moving with the velocity Cl, at the 
teuperatare T, and losing heat at the 
rate Q equal to the strength of the 
heat source. The Indicated pecaliar- 
ities appearing at zx =- 0 are caused by 

I xl 
0 1 

the accepted approximation charac- 
teristics of the theory of the boundary layer. Using the Formulas (5) and 
(17). re obtain for the isothermals in the case of compressibility, 

Y=~xlnX+ 2 - “T$k@ (I/--$x) 
V- 

where 

I a 4a,x 

UC0 ’ 
Y='c/zi 

c~PJL, tT - Tco ) y 
Q 

The figure gives a graph of the function Y = d ( X In XI, which is the 
isothermal for the case of a heat source placed into a homogeneous flor 
of incompressible fluid, and a graph of the function @Id (l/2 In X) 1, 
uhlch characterizes the correction for the case of compressibility. 

An analogous 
flou as rell. 

study can be carried out for the case of axisymnetrical 

Translated by I.Y. 


